
Get your  
Limited Edition

  

Eufora’s sustainable reusable initiative 
challenges you to repurpose your limited 

edition Beauty Bag because there’s no greater 
luxury than sustainability.

Take art supplies on the go   
Just add a strap for a shoulder  
bag or fanny pack   
Ditch the paper gift bag and  
use this instead  
Use it as a beach bag for glasses, 
keys, phone, etc  
Make it your new make-up bag   
A tech bag for mini tablet,  
earbuds, camera, phone  
First Aid Kit to keep in your car  
Cool lunch pack or kids snack pack

Get Creative! 
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ElixirONE™ 4.2 FL. Oz. 

This is your ONE magic potion for healthy, 

beautiful, soft, shiny hair. This powerful hair 

perfecting potion delivers a potent dose of 

our Damage Cure Complex™.  A unique next 

generation oil that is designed to perform on all 

hair types.  Just a few pumps worked through 

damp hair is just what your hair needs after 

every shampoo.

USAGE: Apply 3-5 pumps to towel dried hair. 

Style as desired.

MOISTURE MASQUE 10 mL  
Restore critical moisture loss from heat styling, 
professional services and environmental 
stresses while leaving hair soft and shiny. 
Damage Cure Complex™ provides an intense 
dose of moisture while a complex of Tri-Sugar 
blend and conditioning agents deliver moisture 
deep into the hair shaft to detangle, strengthen 
and protect the hair fiber against future 
moisture loss.

USAGE: Work through cleansed hair, leave on 
for 5-10 minutes. Rinse. Use 1-2 times per week 
as needed.

FOLDABLE SUN HAT WITH SASH
Protect your strands (and your beautiful face!) 
from damaging UV rays with this fashionable 
wide brim hat with black sash detailing.  
Bonus! This hat is foldable so you can easily 
pack it for travel.

What’s in Your Beauty Bag

YOUR BEAUTY BAG 
Colorful brushstrokes reminiscent of fine art 
on canvas will inspire you to paint outside the 
lines and make a statement all your own. Use 
your creativity to upcycle this standout beauty 
bag. By reducing our waste we’re creating Good 
Global Karma for future generations.

Environmental stresses like UVA and UVB exposure, heat damage from styling 
tools and chemical services can compromise your hair. Eufora’s proprietary 
technology, Damage Cure Complex™ and Vibrant Color Complex™, deliver 

powerful solutions to restore damaged, dull, brittle and lifeless hair.

Beautifying Elixirs™ 
restore health and vibrancy to hair.
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